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Reviewer's report:

The manuscript should be accepted after considering some minor corrections:

1. In the present manuscript limitations of work has not been stated.
2. All figure legends should be modified and made short. Avoid stating results in figure legend and provide import labeling only to make it clear.
3. Manuscript should be thoroughly revised for language corrections and to avoid grammatical errors. At some instance sentence is not properly constructed and need attention for example "Together with the reduced in lipid peroxidatio.............stress in diabetes" (last para of discussion, 6 lines up)  
4. Since authors are communicating research article so following scientific language in writing manuscript is very important. I suggest avoid using "our study"; our findings" "we have" etc.

Level of interest: An article whose findings are important to those with closely related research interests

Quality of written English: Needs some language corrections before being published

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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